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1

How to use this Kit

1.1

Who is it for?

This Resource Kit is for legal and community service providers working with Aboriginal
people in the NT/WA cross-border region.
You don’t have to be a lawyer to use this kit. It can be used by all front line service
providers and by community members in leadership roles who are providing assistance
and guidance to other people in their own communities.
This Resource Kit has been created in consultation with the Blurred Borders Steering
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Committee, local legal service providers, community workers and Aboriginal people living
in the cross-border region.
Although the information and activities in the kit are designed for use by Aboriginal
people in the cross-border region, they can also can be used to assist wider audiences.
Significant interest has also been shown in using this kit to assist young people and
people with mental and cognitive impairments and disabilities.

1.2

Purpose

Many culturally connected Aboriginal communities
span the NT/WA border.
As different laws apply on each side of the border,
this can create confusion and misunderstanding for
local Aboriginal people.
This Resource Kit uses visual art and storytelling to
help explain the key legal concepts around bail and
criminal process in a culturally accessible way.

1.3

Cross-border region

NT: The Victoria River District (Timber Creek, Yarralin,

Cross-border movement
In the project region

Bulla) across to the WA border, Kalkarindji, Lajamanu,
and surrounding areas.
WA: Communities between Wyndham, Kununurra and the NT border heading towards
Timber Creek, the region between Halls Creek and the NT border, Balgo, Billiluna, Mulan
and surrounding areas.
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1.4

Jurisdictional differences

Where information in the Resource Kit only relates to one
jurisdiction, a map highlighting the relevant jurisdiction, the NT or
WA, will accompany it.

1.5

What’s in the Resource Kit?

The Resource Kit contains:
Key legal messages

•

Story cards that use pictures and plain language to help explain key legal concepts

•

Process and place maps to help deliver information more clearly

•

Individualised wallet cards to provide a visual reminder of key dates, relevant
conditions and orders, and other useful information

•

Community Legal Education (CLE) activities that use stories to reinforce key messages

•

Practical tips

•

A CLE checklist

•

Referral information and links to further information

•

Posters containing key legal messages

Story cards
Each story card has a picture on the front and a
plain language explanation on the back. The cards
are divided into three categories:
•

People and Places

•

Conditions and Orders

•

Things that might happen

The cards can be used to help deliver CLE sessions,
or to assist you to provide individual legal advice or information. The cards can be used in
many different ways. Experiment and find the way that works best for you and your
audience. Suggestions on how to use the cards for CLE activities are set out in points 2.3
and 3.2.

7
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•

Process and place maps
The process and place maps are useful tools designed to help to explain complex court
processes and procedures. They can be used by themselves or in conjunction with the
story cards and/or the wallet cards and
stickers.
For more information about the place and
process map see point 5.3 and 5.4.

Wallet cards and stickers
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The wallet cards and stickers contain a visual
reminder of key dates, conditions and orders.
See point 5.5 for more information.

CLE activities
Stories
The CLE activities in this kit (see points 2.3. and 3.2) come from real life examples
provided by lawyers and other community service providers involved in the Blurred
Borders project. Real life examples are much more powerful than hypothetical ones. If
you use your own real life examples, make sure you change the names so people can’t be
identified.

People remember stories
Using real life examples in a story telling framework helps people to
understand and remember what you are telling them.

8

Boardgame
The Bail board game (see point 2.3.5) is a highly interactive and educational tool primarily
aimed at teaching young people more about bail. It is an excellent conversation starter.
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Posters
The posters are useful tools to help deliver key messages and can be used in many
different ways. See point 5.7 for more information.

9

1.6

Practical tips on using the Resource Kit

Involve the local community in CLE planning and delivery
CLE is much more effective when the people connected to the community are involved. Make
sure you get advice and guidance from Aboriginal staff members and community leaders when
planning and delivering CLE.

Book interpreters well in advance
If you need an interpreter, make sure you book them well in advance. This Resource Kit is not and
will never be a substitute for using an interpreter.

Read the key legal messages a couple days beforehand
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If you haven’t presented on the topic before, read through the key legal messages and the CLE
Activities to familiarise yourself with them. Do this a couple of days beforehand so you have
enough time to follow up on anything you need to. Even if you have presented on the topic
before, pre-reading the information always helps to refresh your memory and keep you on point.

Remember this may be a sensitive topic
The topic may raise personal issues for some participants. Ask participants not to discuss personal
details within the session. Encourage them to seek support after the session and have the contact
details ready for local support services.

Know your audience
Your CLE audience may include Aboriginal staff and community members from local Aboriginal
families, staff from other services, local non-Aboriginal people and people from outside the crossborder region. If you know who is in the audience, you can recognise and draw on their
experience and knowledge.

Create a safe learning environment
Every participant brings their own life experience to each session. It is important to balance the
interests and knowledge of all participants. All knowledge and experience should be respected
and valued.

Be aware of the group dynamics
For cultural and other reasons certain people in the group may dominate the conversation. Be
inclusive. Aim to join as many people as possible into the discussion. Make sure those who are
participating stay on the relevant topic.

Use questions to test understanding and generate discussion
Asking questions helps you to work out the level of understanding of the participants. You can do
this at any time during the session. The story cards and the CLE activities will help you to generate
discussion and get the conversation started. The cards are also an excellent tool to test a
participant’s level understanding.
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1.7

CLE checklist

CLE CHECKLIST
Planning CLE
 Demographics: Consider the demographics of participants and presenters. For
example, it might not be appropriate for a male to present to women and vice versa.
 Time and place: Plan sessions with community involvement. It is better to meet at
culturally safe and identifiable places at times convenient to participants and with
culturally inclusive food and other resources provided.
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 Country: Discuss with local community leaders and Aboriginal staff members how to
properly acknowledge the traditional owners and the country on which you will be
holding the session.
 Interpreters: If you need an interpreter, book them well in advance

Delivering CLE
 Country: Acknowledge the traditional owners and the country on which you are
holding the session.
 Introductions: Allow participants to identify themselves and their family and/or
country.
 Create a safe environment for all participants emotionally, physically and spiritually.
Some topics may trigger traumatic responses. Have support staff and contact details
for counsellors available and encourage people to take time out if needed.
 Set clear boundaries:
 Encourage participants to avoid talking about individual or actual experiences
or using names. These may trigger emotions and could relate to other peoples’
experiences in the room which may not be appropriate for public discussion. For
example, an incident of family violence or dispute with a service provider.
 Don’t provide individual legal advice. Remind participants that the information
provided during the CLE session is not legal advice. Encourage participants to
speak privately with a lawyer to discuss individual legal problems and give them
a referral.
 Mandatory Reporting: Explain that there are mandatory reporting requirements
of domestic and family violence and child abuse and neglect which apply to all
adults in the NT and WA.
 Respect: Avoid judgment and stereotypes. Allow time for people to think and give
their views. Some people may want to listen more than speak. Young presenters
should acknowledge the life experience and knowledge of older participants.

Follow up
 Evaluation and feedback: Take the time to seek feedback and evaluate the
usefulness of your CLE activities and resources. Act on the feedback you receive
where appropriate and strive for continuous improvement.
 Keep your promises: Do what you say you are going to do.
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1.8

Cross-cultural competence

Cross-cultural competence is a critical component of delivering effective CLE in the crossborder region. Community legal educators must be aware of and respect cultural
sensitivities at all times. Working in partnership with the community to build relationships
and trust is a fundamental part of this process.
Being aware of cultural sensitivities includes recognising and acknowledging the historical
and current contexts. Many Aboriginal people and families have had traumatic
experiences which continue to affect them. Learning about local and general Aboriginal
history will help you gain a better understanding of the broader context.
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If you are working with Aboriginal people and communities, it is essential to undertake
cross-cultural training to help develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes you need to
work in a sensitive and respectful manner.
Aboriginal people in the cross-border region may identify with more than one ethnicity
and/or Aboriginal language, land or community group. They may have local connections
or may have moved to the cross-border region from elsewhere recently or a long time
ago. It is important to be aware of and sensitive to this diversity and not assume that all
Aboriginal communities and people have the same experiences, needs and issues.
A number of different services provide cross-cultural learning and information about
Aboriginal history and culture in the cross-border region. Contact Legal Aid WA or NT
Legal Aid Commission to find suitable trainers.
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1.9

Who created the Resource Kit?

This Resource Kit was created by the Blurred Borders project team.
Blurred Borders is a two-year Commonwealth Government funded project that
commenced in July 2016. Legal Aid WA is the lead agency working in partnership with the
NT Legal Aid Commission. Other local legal services involved include:
North Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency (NAAJA), Katherine

•

North Australian Aboriginal Family Legal Service (NAAFLS), Katherine

•

Katherine Women’s Information & Legal Service (KWILS), Katherine

•

Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (ALSWA), Kununurra

•

Aboriginal Family Law Services (AFLS), Kununurra

•

Kimberley Community Legal Services (KCLS), Kununurra

Chapter one: How to use this kit

•
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2

Bail

2.1

Key legal messages about bail

2.1.1 What is bail?
If police charge you with a crime, a police officer or judge might give you bail.
This means you can stay in the community while you wait to come back to court.
When a police officer or judge decides to give you bail, you will sign a paper called a bail
undertaking or bail paper.
When you sign that paper, you agree you will come back to court on the date written on
that paper.
You also agree that you will follow all of the rules written on that bail paper.
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2.1.2 When can you ask for bail?
After the police arrest you, then you can ask them for bail.
If the police do not give you bail, the police will take you to court so that the judge in
court can decide about your bail.
In the NT: If it is night time or the weekend, the police will phone a judge for you and you
can ask the judge to give you bail.
In WA: If it is night time or the weekend and the police did not give you bail, you have to
wait in jail until you go to court.

What will the judge in court think about when you ask for bail?
 Will you come back to court?
 Will you commit more offences?
 Where are you going to stay?
 Will the community be safe if you are on bail?
 Will you make trouble for other people?
 Do you have a criminal record?
 Have you breached bail before?
 Are your charge/s serious?
 Is there a strong case against you?
 What is your personal story?
 Is there anything else that the judge needs to know about?
16
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2.1.3 If you don’t get bail?
If the judge does not give you bail you will wait in jail until your next court date. If
something important in your situation changes, you can ask for bail again. You should talk
to a lawyer if you want to ask the judge for bail again.

2.1.4 What are bail conditions?
If you get bail, there are rules you have to follow. These rules are called bail conditions.
You must come back to court when the police or judge tells you to. You could also have
other rules to follow. For example
•

Residential condition. “Live Here”. You must live at the place the judge tells you to.
If you want to change where you live, you must go back to court and ask the judge.

•

Report to police. The judge says you must go to a police station and talk to police or
sign a book. This is called reporting. The judge will tell you what days of the week

•

Curfew. You must stay at home when the judge or police tell you to. Usually curfew
is at night time from dark until the morning. Usually from 6.00pm to 6.00am.

•

Electronic monitoring/home detention. When a judge gives you bail, the judge
might make you wear a small machine on your ankle. This machine tracks where
you go and tells the police or corrections officers where you are.

•

Protective bail conditions. You must stay away from the people and places that the
judge or the police tell you to stay away from.

•

No alcohol conditions. You must not drink or have any alcohol. This also means you
cannot go to places that sell alcohol. Police will be able to breath test you at any
time to make sure you are sober.

2.1.5 What if I breach my bail conditions?
If you don’t follow your bail conditions you will make more trouble for yourself. If you do
not come to your court day or if you breach protective bail conditions, you can be
arrested and charged.

Changing your bail
If you need to go somewhere or do something that will make you break your bail
rules then you have to go and speak to the judge in court to get your bail changed.
Go and ask a lawyer to help you speak to the judge in court. If you don’t ask the
judge to change your bail and you break your bail rules you could get arrested and go
to jail.
17
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you must report, and which police station you must go to.
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2.1.6 What is a surety?
If the charge is serious, or the judge thinks you might not come back to court, you might
need a surety. This is when a friend or family member helps you get bail by promising the
judge that he/she will pay money if you don’t come to your next court date. The person
who gives the surety will sign a written promise and if you don’t come back to court on
the right date they must pay that money. If you cannot get a surety, you will stay in jail.

Are you thinking about being a surety?
 Think carefully before being a surety. No-one should pressure you to do this.
 You must be over 18 and have enough money or assets (house, land, car, etc)
to cover the amount set by the court.
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 You could lose money if the person you are surety for, doesn’t come to court.
 You can choose whether you want to be a surety only until the next court date
or until the end of the court case.
 If you want to stop being a surety you must go to the court and tell the judge
that you want to stop.
 Once the court has withdrawn the surety, the police can go and arrest the
person.

2.1.7 What if you already broke your bail conditions or missed a court date?
Talk to a lawyer as soon as possible. You can also go to a police station or the court as
soon as possible to tell them you broke the rules.
If you don’t come back to court or you break your bail conditions you can be arrested, put
in jail and charged with an offence.
Don’t wait to be arrested. If you go to a police station or the court and hand yourself in,
you are more likely to get bail again.

18
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2.2

Bail process map

The bail process map is a useful tool to help explain the bail process. It covers the four key
aspects of bail:
•

Arrest

•

Lock up/jail

•

Bail undertaking/paper

•

Going to court

The order in which these events occur will depend on the individual circumstances of
each case.
The bail process map can be used on its own or in conjunction with the story cards. A4
copies are provided at the back of this Resource Kit. Larger A2 or A3 copies can be made
available for CLE activities upon request. For further information email

Chapter two: Bail

cle@legalaid.wa.gov.au.
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2.3

CLE activities focusing on bail

Story telling helps makes community legal education and any other legal messages that
you are delivering more culturally accessible and easier to remember. Using the visual
arts cards, plain language, and interpreters where necessary, greatly assists this process.
‘Easier to understand, storytelling way’ (Elder, Mulan, WA)
‘Cards are good for us mob because we like visuals and clear plain language’ (Elder, Katherine, NT)
‘The pictures help the lawyers to talk and explain better and… help us to understand when in court’
(Elder, Balgo, WA)

In user focus testing, the story cards have also greatly assisted participants to steer the
conversation towards topics they are interested in learning more about. For example,
participants in a focus testing session about bail in Balgo effectively used the cards to ask
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questions about police interviews and the right to silence.

Use the following stories with the story cards to help deliver key legal messages about
bail. Remember that these stories are designed to get the ball rolling. Encourage free
flowing conversation about bail and other legal issues once you have started. Many
variations and/or alternative endings can also be added.
The cards are also an excellent tool to help reinforce and test understanding.

20
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2.3.1 Jody’s story
Key Issues
 Who can you ask to help you if you get arrested?
 Getting police bail
 Following bail conditions/bail rules
 What can happen if you break your bail conditions/bail rules?

Activity cards (in order of use)
Use these cards to help tell the story.
CRPE10

CRPE9

CRPE4

CRTH1

CRPL3

CRTH2

CRTD2

CRPE13

CRPE2

CRCO2

CRPL1

CRCO13

CRCO21

Chapter two: Bail

CRPE1

Story
Jody gets into an argument with Betty outside the local shops. There is lots of shouting,
pushing and shoving. Betty gets hurt and the police are called.
The police come and talk to Jody and Betty and the other witnesses. English is Jody’s
second language.
The police arrest Jody and take her back to the police station and she has to wait in the
cells.
The police take statements from Betty and the witnesses.
The police say that Jody pushed Betty over and that Betty got hurt.
The police take Jody into a room and ask her to answer some questions. There is a video
camera in the room.
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Who can you ask to help you if you get arrested?
Jody says, “I need an interpreter and I need to speak to a lawyer” before I do anything
else.
The police get an interpreter for Jody.
Jody phones the lawyer with the interpreter. The lawyer tells Jody to exercise her right to
silence and not do a video record of interview.
Jody does not do an interview or give a statement to the police. She only tells the police
her name, date of birth and address.
The police charge Jody with assault.
The police tell Jody that she will have to go to court.

Getting police bail

Chapter two: Bail

The police say Jody can have bail. This means that if Jody signs a bail paper and follows
the bail rules she can wait in the community until her next court date.
Jody signs the bail paper.
•

The bail rules that Jody has to follow are to:

•

Come back to court on Wednesday the 15th of November at 9.00am

•

Stay away from Betty

•

Stay out of trouble

Jody follows all of these bail rules and stays in the community until her court case is
finished.

22
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Alternative ending (Jody)
CRPE1

CRPE10

CRPE4

CRPL1

CRPE6

CRPL3

CRCO7

CRCO5

CRPE16

CRCO21

CRCO13

CRCO21

The night after Jody is charged, she sees Betty sitting in the park and they start arguing.
The police are driving by and see what is going on.

What can happen if you breach your bail conditions/bail rules?
police arrest her.
Now Jody has to go back to court.
The judge in court has to decide what will happen to Jody’s bail. The judge might:
•

Leave Jody’s bail the same and let her stay on bail where she can continue to wait
for her next court date in the community.

•

Change Jody’s bail conditions. For example, the judge might say that Jody now has
to have a curfew from dark until the morning (6.00pm to 6.00am.) or report to
police or get a surety.

•

Refuse bail. This means that Jody will have to wait in jail until her court case is
finished. Jody can ask the judge in court to consider bail again if her situation
changes and there are new facts and circumstances.

•

The judge decides to change Jody’s bail rules to include a curfew. This is in addition
to her existing bail conditions. So now Jody’s new bail rules are to

•

Come back to court on Wednesday the 15th of November at 9.00am

•

Curfew. To remain at her home address from dark until the morning every day
(6.00pm to 6.00am)

•

Stay away from Betty.

•

Stay out of trouble

The judge in court tells Jody about her new bail rules using an interpreter.

23
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As Jody has not followed her bail rules (stay away from Betty and stay out of trouble) the
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2.3.2 Desmond’s story
Key Issues
 Who can you ask to help you if you get arrested?
 Getting police bail
 Following bail conditions/bail rules
 What can happen if you break your bail conditions/bail rules?

Activity cards (in order of use)
Use these cards to help tell the story.
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CRPE1

CRPE10

CRPE9

CRPE4

CRTH1

CRPL3

CRPE15

CRPE2

CRTH2

CRTD2

CRPE14

CRPL1

CRPE6

CRCO2

CRPE16

CRCO6

CRCO13

CRCO14

CRCO16

CRPL4

Story
Desmond lives with his girlfriend Sasha.
Desmond got very angry and jealous when he saw Sasha at the shop talking to another
man. He went to his mate’s house to try and calm down but ended up getting very drunk.
Desmond can’t remember much about what happened when he went home and the next
morning he woke up at his brother’s place.
The police came and arrested Desmond.
The police say Desmond hit Sasha many times and hurt her very badly. Sasha has a
broken jaw and a fractured eye socket and is in the hospital.
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The police have taken a statement from Sasha and another witness. The police take
Desmond to the police station.
The police do not give Desmond bail and say that he cannot go back home. He must wait
in jail until the judge in court decides if he can have bail.

Who can you ask to help you if you get arrested?
Desmond is not feeling very well. Desmond says, “Can I see a doctor because I feel very
sick?”
After he has seen the doctor the police take Desmond into a room and ask him to answer
some questions. There is a video camera in the room.
Desmond says, “I want to speak to a lawyer before I do anything else”.
Desmond phones the lawyer who tells Desmond to exercise his right to silence and not do
a video record of interview.

police his name, date of birth and address.
The lawyer will also help Desmond in court to ask the judge about bail. If the judge gives
Desmond bail, he can wait in the community until his next court date.
Desmond is worried about to going to court so he asks his brother to come along as a
support person.

Following bail conditions/bail rules
In court, after talking to the lawyer, the judge says that Desmond can have bail if he
follows the bail rules and signs a bail paper.
The judge says Desmond must follow these bail rules:
•

Go to court on Monday 20 November at 9.00am

•

Get a $5000 surety

•

Live with his brother

•

Stay away from Sasha

•

Stay away from the house he normally lives in

•

Not drink or have any alcohol. Not go to places that sell alcohol

•

Stay out of trouble
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Desmond does not do an interview or give a statement to the police. He only tells the
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Desmond signs the bail papers and his brother agrees to go surety. This means that
Desmond’s brother is making a promise to the judge that he will pay $5000 if Desmond
doesn’t come to his next court date.
The following week Desmond goes out of town to his Auntie’s funeral. At the funeral he
catches up with Sasha and they make up and get back together.
Desmond goes away with Sasha for a few weeks and misses his next court date.

What can happen if you breach your bail conditions/bail rules?
When Desmond comes back into town with Sasha, the Police arrest him. The police say
that he has not followed the bail rules.
The police charge Desmond with breach of bail and ‘breaching a protective bail
condition’.

Chapter two: Bail

The police take Desmond to the police lock up and he has to wait there until going to
court.
In court, the judge will not let Desmond have bail again. This means that Desmond has to
wait in jail until his court case is finished.
Desmond’s brother may now have to pay $5,000 to the court because Desmond missed
his court date.
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2.3.3 Billy’s story
Key Issues
 Young people and bail
 Responsible adult
 Let your lawyer or someone else know what is happening

Activity cards (in order of use)
Use these cards to help tell the story.
CRPE4

CRPE9

CRTH1

CRPL3

CRPE18

CRPE2

CRTH2

CRTD2

CRPL1

CRPE6

CRCO2

CRCO10

CRCO5

CRCO7

CRCO21
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CRPE1

Story
Billy is 13 years old and lives in Balgo in WA. Billy also has family in Lajamanu in the NT.
The police arrest Billy in Balgo on burglary charges and for stealing a car. The police say
Billy has been in trouble many times before and that he will go into detention if he is
convicted.
The police have taken witness statements.
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Responsible adult
Billy’s Aunty says, “I will come to the police station with Billy” Billy needs a responsible
adult with him because he is only 13.
The police take Billy and his Aunty into a room and start asking Billy some questions.
There is a video camera in the room.
Billy’s Aunty says, “Can Billy speak to a lawyer before doing anything else”. Billy’s Aunty
tries to contact a lawyer but she can’t get hold of one.
The police are still trying to interview Billy.
Billy’s Aunty tells Billy to exercise his right to silence and not do a video record of
interview.
Billy chooses not to do an interview or give a statement to the police. He only tells the
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police his name, date of birth and address.
The police charge Billy with burglary and stealing a motor vehicle.
The police do not give Billy bail and he waits in the police lock up overnight until going to
court the next day.

Following bail conditions/rules
When Billy goes to court, the judge says that Billy can have bail if his Aunty signs a bail
undertaking saying that she will make sure Billy comes back to court and to make sure
Billy follows his other bail rules.
Billy’s Aunty signs the bail undertaking. Billy’s bail rules are:
•

Come back to court on Thursday the 23th of November at 9.00am

•

Stay in the community

•

Report to police every Monday between 9.00 am and 12 noon

•

Curfew. Remain at his home address from dark until the morning every day (6.00pm
to 6.00am)

•

Stay out of trouble

When Billy does not report to Police one Monday, they go to his house. Billy’s Aunty tells
the police that he has gone to Lajamanu to do lore.
Billy misses his next court date.
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What can happen if you breach your bail conditions/rules?
Billy comes back to Balgo three months later and the police arrest him.
The police say he did not follow his bail rules and that he has breached his bail.
The police say that Billy will be taken to Banksia Hill detention centre in Perth and that he
must wait there until his next court date.

Alternative ending (Billy)
CRPE1

CRPL1

CRPE6

CRPE2

CRPE19

CROT3

CRCO21

When Billy goes to court, the judge says that Billy can have bail if his Aunty signs a bail
follows his other bail rules.
Billy’s Aunty does not want to sign the bail paper and Billy doesn’t have anyone else to be
his responsible adult and sign the bail papers. Billy stays in the police lock up overnight.
Billy comes back to court the next day. Billy’s lawyer has spoken to the youth officer
about Billy going to a Bail Hostel.
Billy has had an interview with the corrections people and they say that Billy can come to
the Bail Hostel.
In court, the judge gives Billy bail with the following conditions/rules:
•

Come back to court on Thursday the 23rd of November at 9.00am

•

Stay at the Bail Hostel

•

Follow the lawful direction of the Bail hostel staff

•

Stay out of trouble

Billy follows all of his bail rules and comes back to court on 23 November.
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paper saying that she will make sure Billy comes back to court and to make sure Billy
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2.3.4 Ashley’s story
Key Issues
 Bail condition/rules
 What happens if you breach bail condition/rules?
 A lawyer may be able to help

Activity cards (in order of use)
Use these cards to help tell the story.
CRPE1

CRCO2

CRPL1

Chapter two: Bail

Story
Ashley lives in Kununurra in WA. He is on bail for drink driving and driving without a
licence.
Ashley has to go with his uncle to a funeral in Kalkarindji in the NT. Ashley’s uncle says,
“We will be back in Kununurra in time for your next court date.”
The car breaks down and Ashley does not make it back to Kununurra in time for court.
Ashley stays in Kalkarindji for about a month while his uncle’s car gets fixed.
When Ashley gets back to Kununurra, he is arrested by the police and charged with
breach of bail. Ashley spends two nights in the lock up before going back to court.
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Alternative ending (Ashley)
CRPE1

CRPE2

CRPL1

CRPE6

CRCO24

When Ashley realises that he is not going to be able to get back to Kununurra in time for
his next court date, he phones his lawyer in Kununurra and tells her what has happened.
Ashley’s lawyer speaks to the Kununurra court and arranges a new court date when
Ashley can be there.
Two weeks later Ashley comes back to Kununurra and goes to court. Ashley pleads guilty
to all of his charges and the judge gives him a fine and disqualifies his driver’s licence.

Chapter two: Bail
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2.3.5 Bail Boardgame

Chapter two: Bail
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Materials
•

1 x Game board

•

11 x Question cards

•

11 x Bush Tucker cards

•

Dice

•

4 x player tokens

Bail Board Game Rules
Each player chooses a token and places it on the start square.

•

Taking turns, roll the dice and move forward the number of
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•

squares shown on the dice.
•

The turn ends after you have landed on a square and
completed any actions on the square.

•

When you land on a square with footprints follow the
footprints up to the connecting square.

•

When you land on a square with a snake follow the snake down
to the connecting square.

•

When you land on a question card square, the player to your
left reads you a question from the question card pile.

•

When you land on a bush tucker card pick up a card from the
bush tucker card pile and follow the action on it.

•

The winner is the first player to get to the finish square.

•
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3

Criminal process

3.1

Key messages about the criminal process

3.1.1 What happens if I’m arrested?
Police can arrest you if they think you have broken the law or you are going to break the
law.
The police might have a piece of paper from the court called an arrest warrant or a bench
warrant, which gives them power to arrest you. This might be for breaking the law, for
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not following your bail rules, to come to court as a witness, or for missing your court date.
Police don’t need a warrant to arrest you, but if they have a warrant that means the
Judge has given them permission to arrest you.
You must give police your correct name, address and date of birth when they ask you for
it. They might ask other questions but you do not have to answer them. You should
always ask to speak to a lawyer before you talk to the police. When your first language is
not English, you can ask for an interpreter before the police interview you.

If you are arrested keep calm and be polite
When you are arrested, the police might search you or your place. You should
keep calm and be polite. If you resist, swear, get angry, or become violent you
might be charged with more offences.

The police might have a search warrant. This is a piece of paper the judge gives to the
police. The police then have the power to enter and search somewhere.
Sometimes the police can search you, your house, car or other property without a search
warrant. If you are not sure about police searching you or your property, you can ask the
police what power are they using, or you can refuse to consent. If the police search
anyway, you should stay calm and comply with the search, and speak to a lawyer about it
later.
If you are arrested by police you must go with them to the police station. They must tell
you what you’ve been arrested for and you have the right to have a support person with
you. If you are under 18 you must have a responsible adult with you. Police might also
make you stop driving so they can talk to you. You must pull over if this happens.
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3.1.2 What will happen at the police station?
After you’re arrested and taken to the police station you might be searched.
You should get medical help if you are sick or hurt. Police should also let you phone or
talk to a friend or family member to tell them where you are.
You must tell the police your correct name, address and date of birth. If English is not
your first language, you should ask for an interpreter BEFORE you answer any questions.

Ask to speak to a lawyer before the police interview you
Sometimes the police will interview you at the police station, or when they are
to speak to a lawyer BEFORE they turn on the recorder.

Right to silence
During the interview, the police will ask you lots of questions. Maybe you want to talk to the
police or maybe you don’t want to. The police can’t force you to talk. You decide. You can stay
quiet because anything you say to the police might be used in court. When you stay quiet, and
you don’t answer their questions or say ‘no comment’, this is called using your right to
silence. If you’re not sure what to do, ask the police if you can speak to a lawyer and the
lawyer will help you make your choice.
You decide about making a statement, signing a statement or answering police questions.
When you choose to stay quiet, the police or the judge in court must not punish you for
deciding to stay quiet.
If you have not spoken to a lawyer on the phone, and the police want to do an interview,
you should tell police that you want to wait for a support person to come and join you in
the interview. If you are under 18, the police must wait for a responsible adult to come
and then they can do the police interview.
When police have finished investigating, they will decide about charging you. If the Police
decide to charge you, this means the police think you broke the law and you must go to
court. They must tell you what your charge is.
If police decide not to charge you, they will let you go, and you will not go to court.
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searching your property, and they record the interview on a video. You should ask
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3.1.3 What happens if they don’t let me go?
If the Police charge you, then they will decide about your bail. To understand more about
Bail, see Chapter two of this Resource Kit.

3.1.4 When do I have to go to court?
There are different types of law papers that tell you when to go to court:
•

Notice to Appear (NT) or Court Hearing Notice (WA)

•

Summons

•

Bail papers
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If you are locked up while you wait for your court, then the Judge will tell you in court
when you must come back. This is called being remanded in custody.
In the NT, if you have a Notice to Appear, a Summons or a bail paper you MUST go to
court, otherwise you could be arrested, put in jail, and get more charges.
In WA, if you have a Court Hearing Notice you can decide about going to your court date.
When you don’t want to go to court, you can tick the ‘plea of guilty’ box, or the ‘plea of
not guilty’ box, on the Court Hearing Notice form, and send it back to the court. Then the
judge will know you are not coming, and will go ahead with your court hearing without
you.
When you tick the plea of guilty box and don’t go to your court date, the judge can
choose to punish you while you are not there, or send you a letter telling you when you
have to come to court to hear about your punishment. When you tick the plea of not
guilty box and don’t go to your court date, the judge will send you a letter telling you
when you have to come to court to organise your trial.

You must go to court if you have a summons or a bail form
If you have a Summons or a bail form you MUST go to court otherwise you could
be arrested, put in jail, and get more charges.
If you have a good reason you can’t go to court, you can ask to change the date to
another day when you can come. This is called an early listing. You must go to court and
fill in a form to arrange this.
If you accidentally miss your court date you should talk to someone straight away to find
out what happened to your charge. You can talk to someone who works at the court, or
you can call a lawyer and ask them to find out for you. When you missed your Court,
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maybe the judge asked police to arrest you and bring you back to court (an arrest
warrant). If this happens you should speak to a lawyer as soon as possible, and get some
legal advice about when to go and see the police.

3.1.5 What happens at court?
All adult criminal charges start in the Local Court (NT) or in the Magistrates Court (WA). If
you were under 18 when the police say you broke the law, your charge will start in the
Children’s Court.

Ask to speak to a duty lawyer

In court you can:
•

Plead guilty or not guilty

•

Ask to come back another day (apply for an adjournment)

•

Ask for bail if you have come from jail

In the NT, if you are an adult and your charge is more serious, your next court date will be
in the Supreme Court.
In WA, if you are an adult and your charge is more serious, your next court date will be in
the District or Supreme Court.
If English is not your best language you should ask your lawyer or the judge for an
interpreter before you talk to a lawyer, plead guilty or not guilty or make a bail
application. Sometimes the interpreter won’t be ready on your court day, so the Judge
will tell you to come back to court another day when the interpreter can be there as well.
If you ask the judge for an adjournment, this means you ask to come back to court
another day, usually in 2-3 weeks. You must come to court to ask for an adjournment and
you must have a good reason, like needing to talk to a lawyer.
If you plead guilty the judge will give you your punishment, called a sentence.
Sometimes the court might ask you to do some things before you get your punishment,
like a special drug or alcohol program, mediation, or the Family Violence Court. If you do
one of these programs, then you will get your punishment later.
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When you arrive at court, you can ask to speak to a duty lawyer. In many courts around NT
and WA, the Legal Aid Commission and Aboriginal legal service organisations will have
lawyers working at the court, who will listen to your story, give you legal advice and help
speak up for you in court that day.
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If you plead not guilty your charge will be listed for a trial, which means you come back
to court another day. On that trial day, the prosecutor will try to show the judge why the
police think you are guilty.

3.1.6 What happens if I have to come back to court later?
In court, maybe the judge will tell you to go and do some things to help yourself, and then
come back to court another day. These might be:
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•

get letters, papers, or reports

•

go to a meeting with a Probation and Parole Officer or Community Corrections Officer

•

do a counselling or rehab program

•

pay money

•

do community work or education

•

talk to a lawyer

Listen to the judge
It is important you listen to what the judge tells you, and do what the judge asks.

3.1.7 What happens if I get into more trouble?
If you are waiting for your next court day, and you break your bail rules or get arrested for
breaking the law, you will make more trouble for yourself.
If you are arrested and charged again it will be harder to get bail. The police will be
worried about you making more trouble for yourself if they let you back into the
community, especially if it’s with the same group of people or the same sort of law they
think you have broken.
If you break any of your bail rules you will make more trouble for yourself. Some of the
things people do to break their bail rules are:
•

you are not home when police do a curfew check

•

you do not report to the police station

•

you talk to someone the police or court have told you to stay away from

•

you miss your court day

•

you do not go to your court program

If police see you breaking your bail rules, or have a good reason to think you’ve broken
your bail rules, they can arrest you and bring you to court.
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What if there is a warrant out for my arrest?
If you think there is a warrant out for your arrest you should talk to a lawyer as soon as possible.
The lawyer might tell you it is best to hand yourself into the police station instead of waiting for
police to arrest you. This might give you a better chance of getting bail and show that you are
not trying to hide. You should ask your lawyer to help you decide what to do.

3.1.8 What if I have a trial?
If you plead not guilty your charge will go to a trial or hearing. If this happens, you should
speak to a lawyer about your case as soon as possible. Maybe you will have to pay a
a community legal service will help you for free, or for a small amount of money, if you
have serious money worries and cannot afford to pay a lawyer.
When a trial or hearing happens, the judge will listen to everything that is said and shown
in court and decide if you did or did not break the law. In the more serious courts –
District and Supreme Courts – the jury will decide.

What is a jury and who decides about the people that are part of a jury?
 The jury is a group of 12 adult people from around your local towns and
communities, who sit in court and decide if you did or did not break the
law.
 There is a special way the court decides who is part of the jury. First, a big
group of people from the community get a letter telling them they must
come to court to be part of the jury. When a person gets that letter, he/she
must go to the courthouse.
 At court, the judge’s assistant gives each of those people a different
number. All the numbers are written on small pieces of paper. Those pieces
of paper are put into a large box. Later, the judge’s assistant chooses 12
pieces of paper from that box and calls out the numbers on those papers. If
a person’s number gets called out, he/she will be part of the jury for your
trial or hearing.

 If you see a person chosen for the jury and you don’t want him/her to be
part of the jury, your lawyer can say that to the judge. This is called a
“challenge”. You and your lawyer can keep your reason for the challenge a
secret. You can challenge 8 or less people without explaining your reasons.
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lawyer to help you. Maybe a lawyer from Legal Aid, the Aboriginal Legal Service, NAAJA or
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In the Magistrates Court or Local Court, after you plead not guilty, you will have one or
two more court days before your court is finished. Sometimes you need to come to court
to talk to the judge about things like how many witnesses will speak at your trial. This
court day might be called a directions hearing, a call over, or a trial allocation date.
Sometimes, the police give you information or law papers about your charge. This is
called disclosure. It is the evidence the police say will show that you broke the law.
Sometimes you must give them information about your case too. Maybe this preparation
will mean you will wait 2-3 months or longer for your trial day at court.

What happens at the end of the trial?
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At the end of your trial, if the judge or jury decides you broke the law, the judge will punish you.
If the judge or jury decides you did not break the law, the judge will not punish you and you will
be free to go.

3.1.9 What happens if I’m convicted?
If you say guilty or the judge or jury decides you broke the law, you will be convicted for
that charge. This means the judge must decide about your punishment.
The judge will look at your criminal record and listen to you or your lawyer talk about
your story and what they should think about when deciding your punishment. This is
called a plea in mitigation.
Then the judge will tell you about your punishment (also called a sentence). Your
sentence might be:
•

a bond, which is a promise to stay out of trouble for some time,

•

a community based order or community work

•

a fine

•

imprisonment

It can also include things like losing your license for some time. Sometimes, the judge can
make an order that you don’t have to tell anyone about your conviction, called a spent
conviction order (WA) or without conviction (NT).
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Can I appeal?
If you think your punishment is too much, or the judge made the wrong decision
about who broke the law, you can ask for an appeal. You should talk to a lawyer
straight away because there is not much time to ask for an appeal.

The prosecutor might think the sentence was wrong, or that the judge made the wrong
decision. The Prosecutor can ask for an appeal.
If someone asks for an appeal, your lawyers will go to court and talk to the judge about
why they think your sentence is wrong, or why they think the first judge made the wrong
decision. The appeal judge will decide about keeping the first judge’s decision the same,
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or changing it to something different.
After your court is finished, you can ask your lawyer to write down the story of what
happened in court in a letter and send it to you. If you are confused about what
happened, or you have only remembered some of the information you heard in court,
speak to your lawyer and they will explain it to you properly.

Talk to a lawyer if you have legal worries
At any time, if you have legal worries, call a lawyer and ask for legal advice.
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3.2

CLE activities focusing on criminal process

3.2.1 Jody’s story
Key Issues
 Who can you ask to help you when you go to court?
 What can happen at court?
 What will happen if you plead not guilty?
 What will happen if you are acquitted?
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Activity cards (in order of use)
Use these cards to help tell the story.
CRPE1

CRPE10

CRPE9

CRPE4

CRTH1

CRPL3

CRTH2

CRPE13

CRTD1

CRTD2

CRTH3

CRCO2

CRPL1

CRPE2

CRTH6

CRPE6

CRPE5

CRTH8

CRPE13

CRTH7

CRCO24

X
Story
Summary from bail
Jody gets into an argument with Betty outside the local shops. There is lots of shouting,
pushing and shoving. Betty gets hurt and the police are called. The police come and talk
to Jody and Betty and the other witnesses, and they take statements from them.
The police take Jody back to the station to interview her. She asks for an interpreter,
because English is her second language. When the interpreter is ready, Jody phones and
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speaks to a lawyer. Jody uses her right to silence and does not tell the police anything
about what happened. The police charge Jody with assault and let her out on bail. She
must come to court.

Who can you ask to help you when you go to court?
When Jody arrives at court, she confused about where to go and who to talk to. One of
the court security guards sees Jody looking around in the court waiting area, asks her for
name and tells her to wait for a lawyer. A few minutes later, a lawyer from Legal Aid calls
Jody’s name.
Jody and the lawyer sit down together in an interview room. The lawyer speaks fast and
and asks her if she speaks other languages. Jody tells her she wants an interpreter to help
them. Luckily, there is a language interpreter at court that day who can help Jody and the
lawyer. The interpreter joins Jody and the lawyer, and explains to Jody that he is there to
help them all communicate, but he will not take sides, and he will keep everything they
talk about a secret outside of the court. Jody feels good that she can communicate openly
now.

What can happen at court?
The lawyer and interpreter read through the police story about what happened with
Betty. Jody explains that Betty was wild with her for no reason, and said to her “I’ve got a
knife in my pocket. I’ll stab you right now I’m so wild!” Jody says that Betty had her hand
in her pocket and she believed she really did have a knife. She thought Betty was going to
stab her right there outside the shops, so she punched Betty hard in the face to stop her
from pulling out the knife. Jody says that her cousin was standing nearby filming the
whole thing on her phone.
The lawyer says Jody has a good reason to say not guilty for the assault charge. She can
say that she punched Betty in self-defence. Maybe the judge will agree that Jody was only
trying to protect herself.
Before they go in to court, the lawyer checks that Jody understands all her bail rules, and
knows those rules will continue after court that day. Jody, the lawyer and the interpreter
go into court, and the lawyer tells the judge that Jody wants to plead not guilty.
The judge tells the police they must give all their evidence to the lawyer within six weeks.
The judge tells Jody, the interpreter and the lawyers to come back to court in six weeks.
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uses lots of words Jody has never heard before. The lawyer sees Jody looking confused
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What will happen if you plead not guilty?
Six weeks later, everyone comes back to court. The Police Prosecutor gives the lawyer a
big yellow envelope with many law papers inside. The lawyer, Jody and the interpreter
read through all of those papers together in the interview room. Jody also shows the
lawyer the video from her cousin’s phone, and the lawyer is happy to see that. Together
Jody and the lawyer decide that Jody has a strong case, and they will tell the judge that
today. The lawyer thinks she should show the video to the Prosecutor and ask them to
drop the charge today, so that everyone can save their time and money getting ready for
that trial. Jody thinks negotiating with police is a good idea.
The lawyer talks to the prosecutor, and shows the prosecutor the video, but the
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Prosecutor doesn’t think it is very strong evidence, and says she will not drop the charge.
In court, the lawyer tells the judge that Jody still says not guilty, and that her cousin will
be coming to court to be a witness. The prosecutor tells the judge they will ask two
police, the victim (Betty) and two other people to be witnesses at the trial. The judge
decides it will take one day to finish the trial, and sets a date for that special court
hearing. The judge again asks the interpreter to come back on that day.
The court sends letters (witness summonses) to all those witnesses, telling them they
must come to court for the trial. If they don’t come, they could be arrested, or they might
lose money to the court as punishment for not coming.

What can happen if you are acquitted?
On the trial day, the lawyer, prosecutor, Judge, Jody, Betty and the police all come to
court house. Jody’s cousin comes along and brings her camera with the video on it. Only
one of the other witnesses comes to speak for the prosecutor. In court, each witness tells
their story to the Judge, starting with the Police, and the victim, and then the other
witness. For each person, the lawyer and the Prosecutor ask them questions, to try and
get as much of the story as possible, and to test if anyone is lying. When Jody’s cousin
tells her story to the judge, they play the video from her phone.
After the judge has heard everyone’s stories, and listened to the prosecutor and lawyer
talk, the Judge decides that Jody honestly believed Betty had a knife in her pocket, and
was going to stab her. The Judge decides Jody punched Betty in self-defence, and that she
did not break the law. The Judge finds Jody not guilty, and she is acquitted. The judge did
not punish Jody, and she was free to leave the court for the last time.
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3.2.1

Billy’s story
Key Issues
 What can happen at the police station
 What can happen at court
 Sentencing for young people at court

Activity cards (in order of use)
Use these cards to help tell the story.
CRPE4

CRPE9

CRTH1

CRPL3

CRPE14

CRTH2

CRTD1

CRTD2

CRPL1

CRPE6

CRCO2

CRPL4

CRTH5

CRPE11

CRPE12

CRCO23

CRPE5

CRPE2

CRCO24

CRCO17

CRCO20

Chapter three: Criminal process

CRPE1

Story
Summary from bail
Billy is 13 years old. The Police arrest Billy in Balgo, for burglary and stealing a car.

What can happen at the police station
When they take him to the Police Station, Billy’s Aunty comes with them. When they get
to the station, the police notice that Billy has something in his pocket. It looks like a pen
or maybe a screwdriver. Police say to Billy “We need to search you so we make sure you
are safe and everyone else in the station is safe. After, we will talk to you about breaking
the law.” Both police officers are men. They tell Billy their names and explain they think
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Billy has something in his pocket that could be used as a weapon, and they need to search
him. Billy says, “Ok you can search me”, and stays calm and quiet while they search his
pockets and pat him down on the outside of his clothes. Billy’s Aunty is with them the
whole time.
After the search, the police take Billy and his Aunty into a room and start asking Billy
some questions. There is a video camera in the room.
Billy’s Aunty says, “Can Billy speak to a lawyer before doing anything else”. Billy’s Aunty
tries to contact a lawyer but she can’t get hold of one.
The police are still trying to interview Billy.

Chapter three: Criminal process

Billy’s Aunty tells Billy to exercise his right to silence and not do a video record of
interview.
Billy chooses not to do an interview or give a statement to the police. He only tells the
police his name, date of birth and address.
The police charge Billy with burglary and stealing a motor vehicle and do not give him
bail.
Billy bail and he waits in the police lockup overnight until going to court the next day.

What can happen at the court
The next day when Billy goes to court, the judge gives Billy bail. But Billy misses his next
court date and ends up being arrested and taken down to Banksia Hill Detention Centre in
Perth to wait for his next court day.
While Billy is waiting for his next court day, he has some meetings and phone calls with
people who know about his case. He talks to his lawyer about the police story, and he
agrees that he and some other young men stole the car, broke into the Balgo community
store and stole some clothing, meat pies and cans of soft drink. He agrees that he has
done burglaries and gone riding around in stolen cars in the past. He agrees he has been
punished for that in the past. Billy decides he wants to plead guilty for his charges, and
accept the punishment from the Judge.
A lady from Youth Justice Services visits Billy in Banksia Hill Detention Centre. She talks to
him about his life in Balgo – school, family at home and in other places, smoking gunja
and drinking grog, and the places and people he feels safe. They talk about why he made
trouble for himself with those other boys, and they talk about some of the sad things Billy
has experienced in his life, like when his grandfather died. They talk about how all those
things make him feel now. After that visit, Billy knows the lady will go back to her office
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and write a report for the Judge, that helps the Judge to understand more about Billy and
the way he behaves.

Sentencing for young people at court
On Billy’s next court day, he goes to the video link room at Banksia Hill Detention Centre
with all the other young people appearing in court that day. Billy’s lawyer and his Aunty
are in Kununurra Courthouse, along with the Judge, the youth justice lady who wrote his
report, and the Police Prosecutor. Billy thinks he knows what will happen in court,
because his lawyer explained to him all the possible options. In Court, Billy’s lawyer tells
the Judge about his story, and asks the Judge to punish him with a youth community
based order. Billy doesn’t want to stay locked up. He wants one more chance to do the
already had enough chances, and he should be punished by staying locked up.
The Judge says she has read the report form the youth justice officer, and listened to
information from the lawyer and the Prosecutor. The Judge wants to give Billy one more
chance to follow the law in Balgo, because he is still a very young man, and he needs to
get some help to stop smoking so much gunja and to feel stronger and happier in his life.
The Judge tells Billy he can get out of lockup if he promises to visit the youth justice team,
go to counselling for gunja and grief, and go to school every day. Billy agrees he will
follow those rules for 12 months as his punishment. It will be hard, but it will improve
things in Billy’s life, and help keep the community safe from his trouble.
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right things, and follow the law back in Balgo. The Prosecutor tells the Judge the Billy has
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Finding help and legal information

There are many useful places to find information about the relevant laws, CLE and
Aboriginal culture and history. This Resource Kit will guide you to some of these resources
and provide referral information to legal service providers in the NT and WA.

Chapter four: Finding help and legal information

4.1

Getting legal help in the Northern Territory
Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission (NTLAC)
Toll free: 1800 019 343
Fax: (08) 8973 8551

20 Second Street
KATHERINE NT 0850

Practice Areas
Criminal Law, Family law and Civil Law including child protection matters,

Client Eligibility Criteria
Free legal information, referral and first advice on all matters
Clients must meet three tests to be eligible for legal aid:
 Means test
 Matter test
 Merit test

Service Areas
Criminal Law and Civil Law including child protection matters, Family law
Katherine and surrounding regions if client has a grant of aid. Civil outreach team visits
Binjari, Manyallaluk, Jilkminggan and Minyerri.

Katherine Women’s Information & Legal Service (KWILS)
Unit 5/17 First Street
KATHERINE NT 0850
Practice Areas
Civil Law including:
 Child protection

 Victims of crime compensation

 Credit and debt

 Centrelink

 Family and domestic violence

 Housing

 Family law

 Employment

Client Eligibility Criteria
Clients must be female
Service Areas
The Katherine region
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North Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency (NAAJA)
32 Katherine Terrace
KATHERINE NT 0850
Practice Areas
Criminal Law and Civil Law including:

 Statutory compensation (i.e. motor
accident and victims of crime
compensation)
 Consumer matters (credit, debt, motor
vehicle sales and repairs)
 Health care complaints
 Discrimination and human rights
 Coronial inquests
 Employment
 Urban tenancy
 Alcohol matters - APOS and mandatory
treatment
 Centrelink and income management

Client Eligibility Criteria
Clients must be Indigenous and are subject to a means test
Service Areas
Barunga
Bulman
Katherine
Numbulwar Yarralin
Beswick
Daguragu
Lajamanu
Timber Creek
Bulla
Kalkarindji
Ngukurr
Urapunga

North Australian Aboriginal Family Legal Service (NAAFLS)
1/16 Katherine Terrace
KATHERINE NT 0850
Practice Areas
Civil Law including:

Toll free: 1800 184 868
Phone: (08) 8972 3200
Fax: (08) 8972 3277

 Child protection matters

 Superannuation

 Family law

 Victims of crime compensation

 Family and domestic violence

 Wills and deceased estates

Client Eligibility Criteria
Clients must be Indigenous and must not be perpetrators of domestic violence.
Service Areas
Amanbidji
Daguragu
Katherine
Ngukurr
Barunga
Eva Valley
Lajamanu
Timber Creek
Beswick
Jilkminggan (Duck Creek) Mataranka
Yarralin
Bulman
Kalkarindji
Minyerri (Hodgson Downs)
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 Complaints about government services
and departments (e.g. police, prison
officers)
 Compensation claims against police and
other government departments
(negligence false imprisonment, assault)
 Forfeiture or seizure of property - where
property was used to take liquor, kava or
drugs into a restricted area or in the
commission of a crime
 Child protection matters (including a
duty service)
 Adult guardianship matters

Toll free: 1800 897 728
Phone: (08) 8972 5000
Fax: (08) 8992 5060
Fax - Criminal: (08) 8992 5050
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4.2

Getting legal help in Western Australia
Legal Aid WA (LAWA)
98 Konkerberry Drive
KUNUNURRA WA 6743

Toll free: 1800 991 347
Phone: (08) 9166 5800
Fax: (08) 9166 5888

Chapter four: Finding help and legal information

Practice Areas
Criminal, Family Law and Civil Law including child protection:
Client Eligibility Criteria
Clients must meet three tests to be eligible for legal aid:
 Means test
 Matter test
 Merit test

Service Areas
Balgo
Kalumburu
Billiluna
Kununurra
Halls Creek Mulan

Ringer Soak
Wangkatjungka
Warmun

Wyndham
Yiyilli

Aboriginal Legal Service of WA (ALSWA)
81 Konkerberry Drive
KUNUNURRA WA 6743
Practice Areas
Criminal Law, Family Law and Civil Law
Client Eligibility Criteria
Clients must be Indigenous.
Service Areas
Balgo
Halls Creek
Kununurra
Billiluna
Kalumburu
Mulan
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Aboriginal Family Law Legal Services (AFLS)
Suite 1/10 Banksia Street
KUNUNURRA WA 6743
Practice Areas
Civil Law and family law including:

Phone: (08) 9168 2001
Fax: (08) 9169 3321

 Family Law

 Child protection matters

 Victims of crime compensation

Client Eligibility Criteria
Clients must be Indigenous and must not be perpetrators of domestic violence.
Service Areas
Halls Creek Kalumburu
Kununurra
Warmun
Wyndham

Kimberley Community Legal Services (KCLS)
4 Papuana Street
KUNUNURRA WA 6743
Practice Areas
Civil Law and family law including:

Toll free: 1800 686 020
Phone: (08) 9169 3100

 Centrelink matters

 Family Law

 Child protection matters

 Financial counselling

 Consumer law

 Housing and tenancy

Client Eligibility Criteria
Initial appointments available for all clients. Casework is means tested.
Service Areas- Kununurra
Balgo Halls Creek Kununurra
Mulan Wyndham
Billiluna
Kalumburu
Mt Barnett
Warmun
Service Areas- Broome
Derby
Dampier Peninsula

Broome

Fitzroy Crossing

Gibb River Road
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 Family violence restraining orders
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4.3

Legal Services referral form
Legal Services Referral Form
(East Kimberley and West Katherine Region)

REFERRAL TO: (tick the box for the correct agency)
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☐ KCLS
Ph:9169 3100
office@kcls.org.au

☐ Legal Aid WA
Ph: 9166 5800
kununurraofficeadmin@le
galaid.wa.gov.au

☐ KWILS

☐ NT Legal Aid

Ph: 8972 1712
info@kwils.com.au

Ph: 1800 019 343
info@ntlac.nt.gov.au

☐ NAAJA

☐ NAAFLS

Ph: 1800 897 728
civillawkatherine@naaja.org.au
criminaladminkatherine@naaja
.org.au

Ph: 8972 3200
admin@naafls.com.au

☐ ALSWA
Ph: 9168 1635
kununurra@als.org.au

☐ AFLS WA
Ph: 9168 2001
office@afls.org.au

Description of required assistance (please include matter type and all relevant information)

REFERRAL FROM:
Name

Agency

Contact Number

Date

DOB

Gender

Referred Person’s Details
Full Name

Indigenous Status:
Income Source
☐ Aboriginal
☐ Torres Strait Islander
☐ Non Indigenous
Interpreter Required:
☐ Yes
Language:…………………………….
☐ No
☐ Unknown

Contact Phone:

Residential Address:

Details of Other Party (If relevant)
Full Name

DOB

Residential Address

Relationship to Referred Person:

Conflict check completed:

☐ Yes

☐ No

Completed By:

Date:

CONSENT
I, _______________________________authorise information about my legal problem to be shared between referring agencies.

Signed
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4.4

Legal services information form
Legal Services (East Kimberley and West Katherine Region)

KCLS

Legal Aid WA
9166 5800

NT Legal Aid

8972 1712

1800 019 343

NAAJA

NAAFLS

1800 897 728

8972 3200

ALSWA
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1800 686 020

KWILS

9168 1635

AFLS WA
9168 2001

Legal Services (East Kimberley and West Katherine Region)

KCLS
1800 686 020

Legal Aid WA
9166 5800

KWILS

NT Legal Aid

8972 1712

1800 019 343

NAAJA

NAAFLS

1800 897 728

8972 3200

ALSWA
9168 1635

AFLS WA
9168 2001

Legal Services (East Kimberley and West Katherine Region)

KCLS
1800 686 0200

Legal Aid WA
9166 5800

KWILS

NT Legal Aid

8972 1712

1800 019 343

NAAJA

NAAFLS

1800 897 728

8972 3200

ALSWA
9168 1635

AFLS WA
9168 2001
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4.5

Interpreters

NT interpreters
Aboriginal Interpreter Service (AIS)
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Phone: 1800 334 944 (24-hour service)
Email: ais@nt.gov.au
Website: https://nt.gov.au/community/interpreting-and-translating-services/aboriginalinterpreter-service

WA interpreters
Aboriginal Interpreting WA (AIWA)

(formerly Kimberley Interpreting Service)
Phone: (08) 9192 3981
Mobile: 0439 943 612
Email: admin@kis.org.au
Website: http://aiwaac.org.au
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4.6

Information about the law

NT laws
•

The NT Law Handbook has comprehensive, up to date information about NT laws.
www.ntlawhandook.org
LawInfo NT is a plain language website with information about the law.
https://www.lawinfont.org.au https://www.lawinfont.org.au/court

•

The NT Legal Aid Commission website has links to publications and information
about the law.
www.ntlac.gov.au

•

The North Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency (NAAJA) produces law fact sheets for
Aboriginal people and Communities in the Top End:
http://bit.ly/2az6QJH

WA laws
•

The Legal Aid WA website has comprehensive, up to date information and
publications about laws in WA.
www.legalaid.wa.gov.au

•

The Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (ALSWA) website has links to
publications and pamphlets and information about the law.
http://www.als.org.au/pamphlets
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•
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4.7

Lawyers working with Aboriginal people

NT resources
•

The Indigenous Protocols for Lawyers developed by the Law Society NT.
http://bit.ly/2avlcpP

•

The Northern Territory Plain English Legal Dictionary 2015.
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https://www.lawinfont.org.au/resources/plain-english-legal-dictionary
•

The Aboriginal Interpreter Service has produced a lot of resources about Aboriginal
languages in the NT and tips for communicating with Aboriginal people, including
through interpreters.
http://bit.ly/2b44iRY

•

The Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission Community Law Toolkit, part 1.4
https://www.legalaid.nt.gov.au/legal-information/community-legal-education

WA resources
•

Protocols for Lawyers working with Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Clients in
Western Australia.
https://www.lawsocietywa.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Protocols-forLawyers-with-Aboriginal-or- Torres-Strait-Islander-Clients-in-Western-Australia.pdf

•

Aboriginal Benchbook for WA Courts.
https://aija.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Aboriginal-Benchbook-for-WACourts-2nd-Ed.pdf

•

The Aboriginal Interpreting WA Aboriginal Corporation website has useful
information.
http://aiwaac.org.au
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4.8

Information about adult learning and CLE

NT resources
•

The NT Legal Aid Commission coordinates the NT CLE Network – an open alliance of
people and agencies working to develop and deliver CLE to people in the NT. The
network is a good source of ideas and contacts.
Commission cle@ntlac.nt.gov.au or 1800 019 343.

•

NAAJA promotes best practice in CLE in remote communities by combining adult
learning principles, traditional Aboriginal learning styles, bilingual education and
intercultural communication. The approach to community development and
participatory action research in CLE is outlined in the paper Strong foundations for
community based legal education in remote Aboriginal communities.
http://www.naclc.org.au/cb_pages/files/Strong%20Foundations%20%20NAAJA's%20Legal%20Development%20Methodology1%20-%20AGLC%20referencing.pdf

WA resources
•

Legal Aid WA coordinates the CLE Working Group which was established by the WA
Collaborative Services Planning Group in 2015 to facilitate the co-ordination of CLE
activities in WA. For further information about CLE resources in WA email
cle@legalaid.wa.gov.au.

•

The Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (ALSWA) also creates CLE
resources and delivers CLE activities. For more information call 1800 019 900.

National resources
•

The National Association of Community Legal Centres (NACLC) has a CLE and
community development network. NACLC host the CLEAR database of CLE and law
reform resources from around Australia
http://naclc.org.au/CLEAR

•

NACLC has also collated a page of useful resources for people starting out in CLE.
http://bit.ly2aPFqQY
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Email: ntclenetwork@gmail.com or contact the CLE team at NT Legal Aid
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5

Story cards, maps and other resources

5.1

Story cards icons
CRPE1

CRPE2

CRPE3

CRPE4

CRPE5

CRPE6

CRPE7

CRPE8

CRPE9

CRPE10

CRPE11

CRPE12

CRPE13

CRPE14

CRPE15

CRPE16

CRPE17

CRPE18

CRPE19

CRPL1

CRPL2

CRPL3

CRPL4

CRPL5

CRCO1

CRCO2

CRCO3

CRCO4

CRCO5

CRCO6

CRCO7

CRCO8

CRCO9

CRCO10

CRCO11

CRCO12

CRCO13

CRCO14

CRCO15

CRCO16

CRCO17

CRCO18

CRCO19

CRCO20

CRCO21

CRCO22

CRCO23

CRCO24

CRTH1

CRTH2

CRTH3

CRTH4

CRTH5

CRTH6

CRTH7

CRTH8

CRTH9

CRTH10

CRTH11

CRTD1

CRTD2

CROT2

CROT3
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CROT1

5.2

Story cards by category with text and icons
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Ref#

Category

Text

CROT1

Other

Blurred Borders Information Card cle@legalaid.wa.goc.au
These story cards form part of the Blurred Borders project. Partners:

CRPE1

People

Accused / Defendant
The person who police say broke the law.

CRPE2

People

Lawyer
A law-person who can help you with legal problems and talk for you in
court.

CRPE3

People

Lawyer
A law-person who can help you with legal problems and talk for you in
court.

CRPE4

People

Police
A police officer’s job is to make sure people follow the law and to
protect the community. Police officers charge people who police think
broke the law. Police protect people who are hurt and protect people
who don’t feel safe.

CRPE5

People

Prosecutor
A lawyer or police officer who helps tell the police and victim’s story to
the judge to try and show that you have broken the law.

CRPE6

People

Judge
A senior law-person who has power to decide legal problems in court.

CRPE7

People

Jury
A group of 12 adult people who sit in court at a trial and decide if you
did or did not break the law.

CRPE8

People

Court Orderly
The person who works in the court and tells you when it is your turn to
speak to the judge.
You must tell the court orderly when you get into the court room so the
orderly knows you are there.
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Icon

Category

Text

CRPE9

People

Witness
A person who sees or hears anything that helps a judge or jury decide if
you broke the law. Sometimes a witness might write down his/her story
on a piece of paper for the judge to read.
The police might ask a witness to tell his/her story in court.
You or your lawyer can ask a witness to tell his/her story in court.

CRPE10

People

Victim
A person who is hurt when someone breaks the law. Maybe the victim
is hurt on their body, he/she feels frightened that someone will hurt
him/her, or the victim’s property is damaged or stolen.

CRPE11

People

Community Corrections Officer
If you break the law, a judge might give you rules to follow. A
community corrections officer checks that you are following those
rules, and helps you follow those rules.
You will make more trouble for yourself if you do not talk with the
community corrections officer.

CRPE12

People

Probation Parole Officer
If you break the law, a judge might give you rules to follow. A probation
and parole officer checks that you are following those rules, and helps
you follow those rules.
You will make more trouble for yourself if you do not talk with the
probation and parole officer.

CRPE13

People

CRPE14

People

Interpreter
An interpreter speaks two or more languages and has training to help
people talk to each other when those people speak different languages.
The interpreter must not take sides and must keep the message the
same. After the interpreter finishes interpreting for you, they will keep
your story secret and will not tell your story to anyone else.
Support person
A family member, friend, carer or another person you trust who sits
with you when the police ask you questions about breaking the law. A
support person might also go with you to court.

CRPE15

People

Doctor / nurse / health worker
This person's job is to help you when you are hurt, feel sick or need
medicine.

CRPE16

People

Surety
A person who helps you get bail by promising the judge that he/she will
pay money if you don’t come to your next court date.
The surety will sign a written promise and if you don’t come back to
court on the right date they will lose that money.

CRPE17

People

Family
Your family means children and parents, grandparents, grandchildren,
brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts and uncles. It means step-family
members, in-laws, foster parents and foster children.
If you get locked up, you can’t look after your family. This might make
you worry about your family. Talk to a lawyer if you are worrying about
your family.

Icon
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Ref#

Category

CRP
E18

People

CRPE19

People

CRPL1

Places

CRPL2

Places

Jail / Prison/ Lockup
You might go to lock up (jail):
• When police think you broke the law
• When a judge makes you wait for your court in jail (remand)
• When a judge punishes you for breaking the law

CRPL3

Places

Jail / Prison/ Lockup - Arrest
You might go to lockup (jail) when police think you broke the law.
The police might arrest you and put you in lockup.
You can ask the police or a judge about getting bail.

CRPL4

Places

Jail / Prison/ Lockup - Remand
You might go to lockup (jail) when you are waiting for your court.
A judge might make you wait in jail. This is called remand.
You can ask the judge about getting bail.

CRPL5

Places

Jail / prison/ lockup -Punishment You might go to lock up (jail) when a
judge punishes you for breaking the law. The judge might send you to a
place called jail (prison) and make you stay in jail for your punishment.
You will leave jail only when the punishment is finished, or when a
judge says you are allowed to leave.

CRCO1

Conditions
& Orders

Court notice or summons to appear
This a law paper that says you must come to court on a day and time.

CRCO2

Conditions
& Orders

Bail undertaking
Bail is the law that says where you will wait for your next court date.
When a judge or police officer decides to give you bail, you will sign a
paper called a bail undertaking or bail paper. This means you agree to
come back to court on the day written on the bail paper, and to follow
all of the rules written on the bail paper.
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Text

Youth Officer
If you break the law, a judge might give you rules to follow. A youth
officer checks that you are following those rules, and helps you follow
those rules.
You will make more trouble for yourself if you do not talk with the
youth justice officer.
Court
A law-place where a judge decides about legal problems.

Icon

Category

Text

CRCO3

Conditions
& Orders

Go to court
You must go to the courthouse or law place on a day the judge or police
tell you to. If you don’t you will make more trouble for yourself and
might get locked up.

CRCO4

Conditions
& Orders

Warrant
A warrant is a law paper that a judge gives to the police. This paper
gives the police power to do the things the judge writes on the warrant.
A warrant might give police the power to arrest a person and bring that
person to court.

CRCO5

Conditions
& Orders

Report to police
The judge says you must go to a police station and talk to police or sign
a book. This is called reporting. The judge will tell you what days of the
week you must report, and which police station you must go to. If you
do not follow this rule, you will make more trouble for yourself.

CRCO6

Conditions
& Orders

Live Here
You must live at the place the judge tells you to. If you want to change
where you live, you must go back to court and ask the judge. If you
change where you live without asking, you will make more trouble for
yourself.

CRCO7

Conditions
& Orders

Curfew
You must stay at home when the judge or police tell you to. If you leave
your house during that curfew time, you will make more trouble for
yourself. Usually curfew is at night time from dark until morning.

CRCO8

Conditions
& Orders

CRCO9

Conditions
& Orders

Home detention report
The judge might let you out of lockup on bail to live and stay at home. A
Community Corrections Officer will talk to you and your family about a
plan for you to stay at home on bail. They will write about that plan in a
report for the judge.
If the judge lets you have bail at home, you must wear an electronic
monitor.
Electronic monitoring
When a judge gives you bail or punishes you for breaking the law, the
judge might make you wear a small machine on your ankle. This
machine tracks where you go and tells the police or corrections officers
where you are. If you take off the machine or go somewhere you are
not allowed to go, you will make more trouble for yourself.

CRCO10

Conditions
& Orders

Stay in the Community
You must stay in the community that the judge tells you to. If you want
to leave that community you must go back to court and ask the judge
about leaving the community. If you leave without permission from the
judge you will make more trouble for yourself.

CRCO11

Conditions
& Orders

Stay in WA
The judge says you must stay in WA. If you want to leave WA you must
go back to court and ask the judge about leaving. If you leave WA
without permission from the judge you will make more trouble for
yourself.
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CRCO12

Conditions
& Orders

Stay in the NT
The judge says you must stay in the NT. If you want to leave the NT you
must go back to court and ask the judge about leaving. If you leave the
NT without permission from the judge you will make more trouble for
yourself.

CRCO13

Conditions
& Orders

CRCO14

Conditions
& Orders

Stay away from some people
If the judge or police tells you to stay away from some people you must
not:
• See them, phone them or text them
• Talk to them on social media
• Go to their house or work
• Get anyone else to do these things for you
Stay away from some places
Stay away from the places the judge or the police tell you to stay away
from. This might be houses, or buildings or camps or communities. If
you don’t follow this rule you will make more trouble for yourself.

CRCO15

Conditions
& Orders

CRCO16

Conditions
& Orders

CRCO17

Conditions
& Orders

No drugs
Do not use drugs, like gunja. Do not have drugs with you. The police
might tell you to go to a clinic for a drug test. That drug test might show
that you took drugs. If you use drugs or have drugs with you, you will
make more trouble for yourself and the police might lock you up.

CRCO18

Conditions
& Orders

No Domestic Violence
Don’t make trouble with your family. This means you must not do
things like:
• Hurt anyone in your family
• Swear at anyone in your family
• Make people in your family feel scared of you
• Threaten anyone in your family

CRCO19

Conditions
& Orders

Go to Rehab
You must go to a place called rehab. The workers at rehab will help you
fix some of your problems. They might help you stop drinking, stop
taking drugs, stop being violent, or help you sort out other problems.
You must stay at rehab for as long as the judge tells you to stay there. If
you leave rehab without permission, you will make more trouble for
yourself.
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Stay away from children
Stay away from the children that the judge or the police tell you to stay
away from. This might be all children or just some children. You must
not:
• See them, phone them or text them
• Talk to them on social media
• Go to their house or school
• Get anyone else to do any of this for you
No grog
Don’t buy grog or drink grog. Don’t have grog with you. The police
might test you to see if you were drinking grog. If they find grog in your
breath when they test you, you will make more trouble for yourself and
the police might lock you up.

Icon

Category

Text

CRCO20

Conditions
& Orders

CRCO21

Conditions
& Orders

Assessment, counselling & programs
You must go and talk to a counsellor or social worker. Their job is to
help you sort out some of the things that make you get into trouble.
They might ask you many things about yourself and your trouble. You
must follow the rules and go talk with them. If you do not, you will
make more trouble for yourself and the police might lock you up.
No trouble
Don’t make trouble for anyone. Don’t break the law.

CRCO22

Conditions
& Orders

Hand in passport
A judge might make you give your passport to the police or to court
workers until your court case is finished. This will stop you from leaving
the country.

CRCO23

Conditions
& Orders

Pre-Sentence Report
Sometimes before you are punished, the judge will ask for a presentence report. You will meet with a Community Corrections Officer.
They will ask you lots of questions about yourself and your trouble. It
will help the judge decide what punishment you will get.

CRCO24

Conditions
& Orders

Punishment/Sentence
Sentence means ‘punishment’. Sentence is a word that shows that the
punishment comes from a judge in a court.
A sentence might be a fine or going to jail or doing community work.

CRTH1

Things that
might
happen

Get arrested
If the police think you broke the law, they can stop you and make you
go with them to the police station. This is called being ‘under arrest’. If
the police tell you that you are under arrest, you must go with them
and you are not allowed to leave.

CRTH2

Things that
might
happen

Get questioned by police
Maybe the police will want to talk to you if they think you have broken
the law or if they think you know something about someone else
breaking the law. Maybe the police will ask you some questions. This is
called a police interview. Sometimes the police might video the
interview. If you want to, use your right to silence.

CRTH3

Things that
might
happen

Get charged
If police think you broke the law they will charge you. This means you
must go to court. At court the judge will decide about that trouble.

CRTH4

Things that
might
happen

Get another charge
If police think you broke the law another time they will charge you
again. This means you must go to court and things might be more
serious for you.
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CRTH5

Things that
might
happen

Say you're guilty
If you did break the law rules, you tell the judge you are ‘guilty’ and the
judge will decide your punishment.
A lawyer can speak for you in court and tell your side of the story.

CRTH6

Things that
might
happen

Say you’re not guilty
Not guilty can mean different things so talk to a lawyer about the law
rules. When you do not agree that you broke the law rules, then you
tell the judge you are ‘not guilty’.
A judge or jury will decide if you broke the law. Then the judge might
decide your punishment or let you go. A lawyer can speak for you in
court and tell your side of the story.

CRTH7

Things that
might
happen

Criminal trial
If you say you are ‘not guilty’, a judge or jury will listen to people tell
their stories about what happened. Then the judge or jury will decide if
you have broken the law rules.
This is called a trial or sometimes a hearing.
You can tell your story to the court if you want to, and a lawyer can
speak for you.

CRTH8

Things that
might
happen

Give evidence
Evidence is anything you can use in court to show the judge that your
story is true. Evidence might be a person (called a witness) who tells the
story about something they saw. Evidence might be something like a
text message, a photo, clothes, or a knife. It is good to think about what
evidence will help the judge believe your story. When you tell your
story in court, this is called 'giving evidence'.

CRTH9

Things that
might
happen

Housing worries
If you get locked up you might not be able to pay your rent, or you
might lose your house. This might make you worried about your house.
Talk to a lawyer if you are worrying about your house.

CRTH10

Things that
might
happen

Money worries
If you get locked up, you won’t be able to work and you might get lots
of fines. This might make you worried about money. Talk to a lawyer if
you are worrying about money.

CRTH11

Things that
might
happen

Work worries
If you end up in jail you might lose your job.

CRTD1

Things you
can do

Call a lawyer
You can call a lawyer anytime if you have legal worries, including:
• When you are in the lockup
• When you want your bail rules changed
• If you forget when you have to go to court or you can’t come to
your next court
• When you want to tell the lawyer something important about your
legal problem
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CRTD2

Things you
can do

CROT2

Culture

CROT3

Other

Use your right to silence
Maybe you want to talk to the police or maybe you don’t want to talk
to the police. The police can’t force you to talk. You are allowed to stay
quiet.
You decide.
You must tell the police your name, address and birth date if they ask
you.
Anything you say to the police might be used in court.
Culture means things like:
• Ceremony
• Hunting
• Connection to country
• Religion
• Sorry business
• Family business
Blank card
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5.3

Place map

The place map is a useful tool to help explain complex court processes, procedures,
conditions and orders. It can be used by itself or in conjunction with the story cards
and/or the wallet cards and stickers.
The large buildings in the centre of the map represent a town in the cross- border region.

Chapter five: Story cards, maps and other resources

Key places in the town that relate to the court process are marked on the map. The judge
in court may have ordered the accused/ defendant to go to or stay away from these
places.
The smaller buildings away from the town represent communities that the judge in court
may have ordered the accused/defendant to stay in or stay away from.
The NT/WA border is depicted as a dotted line.
The art work, which was created by a local Aboriginal artist in Kununurra depicts key
agencies, meeting places and activities that happen in and around the town. The map is
designed to provide talking points and encourage discussion around how somebody
living in the town or in a nearby community might comply with the conditions and orders
that the judge has given them.
An A4 copy of the place map is provided at the back of this Resource Kit. Larger copies
can be made available for CLE activities upon request. For further information email
cle@legalaid.wa.gov.au.
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5.4

Process map

The bail process map is a useful tool to help explain complex court processes,
procedures, conditions and orders. It can be used by itself or in conjunction with the
visual art cards and/or the wallet cards and stickers. For more information about the Bail
Process Map see point 3.2.
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An A4 copy of the place map is provided at the back of this Resource Kit. Larger copies
can be made available for CLE activities upon request. For further information email
cle@legalaid.wa.gov.au.
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5.5

Wallet cards and stickers

The wallet cards serve as a visual reminder of the conditions or orders that the judge in
court or a police officer has placed on a person.
The wallet card contains the lawyer’s contact details, the next court date and the
language spoken if English is not a person’s first language.
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The WA wallet card also contains some basic information about a person’s rights if they
get arrested and placed into custody.
The wallet cards can be used by different service providers in different ways:
•

Court based lawyers can create wallet cards for individual client’s by filling in the
relevant court date/s and putting stickers in that represent the relevant conditions
and orders that the client must follow.

•

Judicial support officers or other court staff can use them to assist people to
understand court imposed bail conditions.

•

Police officers can use them to assist people to understand the conditions imposed
on them under Police Orders.

Blank wallet cards and stickers are included in the Resource Kit. For refills go to
https://www.legalaid.wa.gov.au/resources.
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Bail boardgame
5.6

Materials
1 x Game board

•

11 x Question cards

•

11 x Bush Tucker cards

•

Dice

•

4 x player tokens
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•

Bail boardgame Rules
•

Each player chooses a token and places it on the start square.

•

Taking turns, roll the dice and move forward the number of
squares shown on the dice.

•

The turn ends after you have landed on a square and
completed any actions on the square.

•

When you land on a square with footprints follow the
footprints up to the connecting square.

•

When you land on a square with a snake follow the snake down
to the connecting square.

•

When you land on a question card square, the player to your
left reads you a question from the question card pile.

•

When you land on a bush tucker card pick up a card from the
bush tucker card pile and follow the action on it.

•

The winner is the first player to get to the finish square.

•
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Bail boardgame question cards
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CRBG6

CRBG1

CRBG2

CRBG3

CRBG4

CRBG5

CRBG7

CRBG8

CRBG9

CRBG10

CRBG11

Bail boardgame bush tucker cards

CRBG17
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CRBG12

CRBG13

CRBG14

CRBG15

CRBG16

CRBG18

CRBG19

CRBG20

CRBG21

CRBG22

5.7

Posters

The posters are useful tools to help deliver key messages or to act as reminders about
existing court conditions.
Posters can be displayed in reception areas and interview rooms in legal offices, courts,
police stations and in other places offering community services.
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Posters can also be provided directly to clients for them to display at home. This serves
two purposes:
•

To act as an incentive to remind a person about their court imposed conditions.

•

To make any other people living or staying with that person aware of the court
imposed conditions. In this sense, the posters can act as a ‘shield’ providing an
explanation as to why a person doesn’t want to drink if they are subject to a ‘no
alcohol’ condition or to go out at night if they are subject to a curfew.

For more information about Blurred Borders posters go to:
https://www.legalaid.wa.gov.au/resources

NAAJA posters
Warrants
http://www.naaja.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Warrants-poster.pdf

What to do if you can’t get to court:
http://www.naaja.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/What-to-do-if-you-cant-get-to-courtposter.pdf
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Ask for an Interpreter
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Call a lawyer
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Go to court
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Right to silence
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